This paper develops an approach to the measurement of short term readiness of military systems. Readiness is assumed to be expressed in terms of values associate' with the system state when various resource requirements are imposed upon the system as a result of the specification of a set of "missions". "Hiese values aro directly related to the ?.bility of the ?y^tem to complete these missions.
INTRODUCTION
In these approaches, the overall readiness of the unit is determined by a knowledge of the interaction between the functions of elements of the unit corresponding to various resource categories.
Other approaches to readiness measurement of a single unit involve the reporting of deficiencies from standard levels of the various resources. On the basis of the magnitude of the deficiencies and the number of deficiencies occurring in different categories of resources, an overall (summary) rating of readiness is assigned to the unit. This is part of the ba^is of the Navy FORSTAT reporting system (see (2) for description of this system). Also most of the past work in readiness measurement has stressed the desirability of a scalar-valued measure although the possibility of a vector-valued measure has also been considered [7] .
Closely associated with the problem of readiness measurement in the military arena is that of the measurement of combat effectiveness.
A critique of the more common approaches f) combat effectiveness estimation of army units, and suggestions for improvement, appears in a paper by Hayward (3). Two points which seem equally applicable with respect to past vxrk on readiness are the following:
1. The explicit consideracion of the adversary or enemy in determining combat effectiveness is usually ignored.
The explicit consideration of the environmental conditions
under which the system will operate is usually ignored.
The explicit consideration of the specific mission of the system is usually ignored.
In other words, Hayward suggests that combat effectiveness depends on the enemy, the environment, and the mission. He suggests that the reason many people feel that combat effectiveness "is a quality that is inherent in the unit and can be determined without reference to external factors,' is based on the "more or less unconscious assessment of the unit's chances against a typical or most probable enemy in a typical environment with a typical mission."
These remarks 3re relevant to readiness measurement because, as mentioned before, "readiness" and "combat effectiveness" are closely related areas, and most of the past work on readiness measurement has also not specifically considered the environment or the adversary, and has not made the measurement procedure mission oriented. Although we do not wish to restrict ourselves to whether the scale must be car'inal or ordinal, this paper will be primarily concerned with the possibility of developing a cardinal scale. Such a scale, if meaningful, will obviously be more desirable.
Thus, we are considering our definition of readiness in the sense of the degree or extent tr which the system or subsystem is prepared to immediately carry out any subc^t of an initially specified set of missions which may be assigned to it. Note that the term "immediately" still appears in our definition. We consider that readiness can change as a function of time but for any finite time interval T, over which a 3et of missions is specified the definition refers to the ability to successfully complete them. Since many missions may involve an action or protracted operation over T, our definition allows the readiness to change during the interval if our ability for successful completion has oeen altered. We also will consider readiness as either a deterninistic or stochastic characteristic of the system. When stochastic variablps are involved we shall attempt to measure the expected values of readiness.
We intend to measure the extent to which any subset of the initial set of missions can be carried out by assigning a value to the system associated with having given amounts of various resources available to it. Since any subset of the complete set of missions can possibly occur, ranging from no missions to all of them, we must also decide whether to base our measure of value on the most likely subset, the "worst possible" subset or some other combination of mission occurrences. This rvroblcm is taken up later, but by no means solved. 
